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CONSUMPTION

PRIVATE TRANSPORT 
55.31%

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
3.1%

INDUSTRY 
3.82%

RESIDENTIAL 
19.12%

SERVICES 
17.71%

PUBLIC LIGHTING 
0.94%

SECTORS URBAN TYPOLOGIES INCOMES

LOW INCOME 
<7750€ 

10%

MIDDLE INCOME 
7.750-20.000€

20%

HIGH INCOME
> 40.000€

40%

MEDIEVAL CITY GRID CITY

OPEN BLOCK ORGANIC
MID-HIGH INCOME -

39.000€
30%

CHALLENGES

ACTORS
GOALS TOOLS

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL 
GOVERNMENTS

STAKEHOLDERS

CITIZENS

ORGANISATIONS

MEDIA

EMISSION

CHALLENGES

TOOLS

GOALS

59.45% 2.94% 3.12% 15.20%

13.83% 0.73%

PRODUCTION

TOOLS

GOALS

CHALLENGES

NATURAL GAS 

DIESEL 

PETROL 

RENEWABLES 

CITY OF VALENCIA

CITY OF VALENCIA ENERGY SYSTEM

CHALLENGES GOALS TOOLS
-High fossil energy
-Lack of real-time data
-Low renewable energy

SELF-CONSUMPTION

CHALLENGES→ There is no 
self generation in valencia 

GOAL→Circularity: increase 
internal production in cities

-Design and manage energy transitions
-Collaboration of Private+public entities.
-Education+social awareness
-Monitoring and decision making process
-Energy justice

TOOLS→Laws, regulations 
and helping local initiatives

-Be more transparent with the information
-Increase production of renewable energies

-Collaboration of private and public sectors
-Regulations

-Lack of emphasis on energy issues
-Shortage of more actors
-No hierarchy of applications
-Regulatory and policy challenges

-Social networks+Media
-Society collaboration
-Education
-Governments
-Policies

-Loss of energy
-Transport has the highest

-High percentage of emission

-Reduce greenhouse emissions
-Reintroduce emissions into the city

-Avoid heat island

-Implement alternative ways of 
transport

-Policies and regulations
-Innovation

-Old buildings consume too much
-Private transport consumes the highest

-Consume more clean energies
-Reduce energy poverty

-New construction policies
-Restoration of buildings



ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY USE AND DWELLING

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY TYPE OF DWELLINGS

In Valencia, the consumption of 
energy is mainly dedicated to 
the HEATING of the buildings, 
followed by the usage of 
electrical appliances such as 
refrigerators.

In terms of type of building, 
single family houses are 
consuming more than blocks of 
flats, mainly for heating 
purposes. Whereas blocks of 
flats destinate the energy to the 
use of electrical appliances.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY USE



ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS - VALENCIA PER DISTRICT

SOURCE: OWN BASED ON CARTO MAP

In Valencia, buildings with narrow, elongated plots and low-rise structures (1-3 floors), commonly found in village 
districts, exhibit elevated rates of consumption and CO2 emissions, attributed to their "energy-inefficient structure ¨ 
and the year they were built in.



ACTORS



Conclusion: 

Production , management and consumption  are linked and depend on each other for a successful energy transition. Clean energy production needs 

proper management to efficiently distribute the energy generated, and efficient management requires responsible consumption to avoid wasting 

resources.

Interconnecting these elements creates a synergy that can accelerate the adoption of renewable energy, improve system resilience and benefit both the 

environment and the economy. In short, the collaboration and commitment of all actors, from producers to consumers, is essential to achieve an energy 

transition that benefits present and future generations.

ACTORS
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TOOLBOX



TOOLBOX PRODUCTION TOOLS
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TOOLBOX CONSUMPTION TOOLS
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TOOLBOX CONSUMPTION TOOLS



TOOLBOX ACTORS TOOLS



TOOLBOX A CASE STUDY



EMISSION TOOLS

According to the Swedish Energy Agency, Sweden’s greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions in 2019 were approximately 53.5 million tonnes 

CO2e. The majority of these emissions were from the transport 

sector, followed by the industrial and residential sectors To address 

climate change, Sweden has implemented several measures to 

reduce its carbon footprint and adapt to the impacts of climate 

change. These measures include: Carbon pricing: Sweden has 

implemented a carbon tax that charges companies for their GHG 

emissions. The revenue generated from the carbon tax is used to 

fund climate change mitigation and adaptation measures .



According to the Swedish Energy Agency, Sweden’s energy consumption in 2020 was approximately 142 TWh . The majority of this energy was consumed by the 

transport sector, followed by the industrial and residential sectors

CONSUMPTION TOOLS



Sweden has a rich supply of moving water and biomass, which contributes to the country’s high share of renewable energy. ·Hydropower (water) and bioenergy are the top 

renewable sources in Sweden – hydropower mostly for electricity production and bioenergy for heating . Hydropower is generated by using the kinetic energy of falling water 

to turn turbines, which then generate electricity. Sweden has a large number of hydroelectric power plants, which are used to generate electricity . ·Bioenergy is produced 

from biomass, which is organic material derived from plants and animals. In Sweden, bioenergy is produced from a variety of sources, including forest residues, sawdust, 

bark, and wood chips. Bioenergy can be used to produce heat or electricity .

PRODUCTION TOOLS



Goals: Stockholm’s 2030 plan sets several goals for the city to achieve by 2030. These goals include:

●  Reducing greenhouse gas emissions from Stockholm by at least 66% compared to 2015 levels .

●  Increasing the share of renewable energy in Stockholm’s total energy consumption to at least 60% . 

●  Reducing waste generation per capita by at least 20% compared to 2015 levels . Increasing the share of trips made by walking, cycling, or public transport to 80% .

GOALS 



STRATEGY TOOLS

● Encouraging businesses to adopt sustainable practices 

through initiatives such as “Green Business” certification .

● Promoting sustainable food production and consumption 

through initiatives such as “Klimatmat Stockholm” .

● Stockholm Zero Waste”, which is a project that aims to 

reduce waste generation in Stockholm by 50% by 2030 .

● Encouraging the use of electric vehicles through incentives 

such as tax exemptions and subsidies .

● Investing in public transport infrastructure, including 

railways and buses .

● Promoting cycling as a mode of transport through the 

construction of new cycle paths and bike parking facilities .

● Expanding the network of recycling stations .



SYNERGIES WITH OTHER URBAN INFRASTRUCTURES
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